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ILLUSTRATION CONTRIBUTED

This Is an architect's rendering of what the Oak Bay Beach Hotel might look like If a proposal to construct a new building on the Beach Drive site Is accepted. Hotel
owner Kevin Walker stressed that the illustration Is "Just a snapshot of time" of a working concept for the new facility and Is not necessarily representative of the fl·
nal design that he will eventually take before council to ask for zoning changes and a building permit. The illustration Is set up for public viewing In the hotel lobby.

Sketching out a new OakBay Beach Hotel
gave an early "thumbs up" to a con-
ceptual design for a $25 million-plus,
lOO,OOO-sq. ft. Beach Drive complex.
Itwas a sentiment echoed by the

14-member community advisory
committee that had spent 72 hours
previously in an intense, hands-on
workshop - providing input to the
project architects.

"Before you all came," committee
member John Crowe told the crowd,
''we applauded that design."

Crowe was one of the panel of
Oak Bay residents - many of
whom, like he, are longtime neigh-
bours of the hotel- whom were se-
lected to participate in the initial de-
sign phase ofwhat the Walkers hope
will become a waterfront landmark
in the community.

"I think this outcome is quite re-
markable - that this can be
achieved in three days," beamed
Kevin Walker following the presen-'
tation. "It's surprised everyone of

us."
However, Walker was quick to

point out that what he showed off
last week was no more than "asnap-
shot of time", a preliminary design in
its early stages that could be signifi-
cantly altered before he takes the
plans before council for approval.

"This is where we are after this
week of workshops," he said. "This
concept will certainly change and
evolve over time ... Refinement is ab-
solutely inevitable."

The current Oak Bay Beach Ho-
tel is, at its tallest point, a five-storey
structure. According to architect
Rick Hulbert, the new plan calls for
an additional two storeys, but it will
not take away the view corridors
from condominium towers on the
opposite side of Beach Drive.

Hulbert said all parking and vehi-
cle access (from tour buses to

Community panel's
involvement helps put
together a possible
future plan for the
Beach Drive hotel

David Lennam
oak Bay News

A spectacular new vision of the
past was unveiled Thursday evening.

The owners of the Oak Bay
Beach Hotel and Marine Resort
were all smiles as they showed off an
artist's rendering of what their new
seven-storey hotel complex might
look like.

The initial public reaction was one
of hearty approval.

About 70 people, most of them el-
derly, attended Kevin and Shawna
Walker's two-hour presentation and
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Project architect Rick Hulbert put on a dramatic and theatrical
presentation Thursday evening, during the unveiling of concep-
tual drawings of the new hotel building. CONTINUED ON PAGE A5

"We recognized the cost of renovations would exceed the cost
of a new building," Walker told the crowd gathered in the hotel's
Oak Room.

Although the land the hotel sits on is zoned for condominiums
- and condos could still very well be what ends tip there if the
municipality denies the construction of a new hotel- Walker said
he would prefer to stay in the hotel business.

He followed up on his promise to involve the community in the
design process and said he will continue to hear comments from
anyone interested in bending his ear.

The design illustration is now on display in the hotel's lobby for
public perusal and Walker indicated that he wants people to come
in, take a look at it and tell him their opinions.

"Now the most important part of the process is public reaction,"
he said. "We truly want to hear what people think."

Walker said he hopes to take the final building design before
council as early as November.
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garbage trucks) would be underground - a concession made for
Satellite Street neighbours who have complained about the noise
of delivery vehicles along the otherwise quiet road.

Much of the garden greenspace on the east side of the hotel
would be preserved and even enhanced.

The plan, which includes rooftop indoor and outdoor swimming
pools and public beach access through the hotel, will incorporate
a mixture of architectural styles. Hulbert said the idea is to try to
maintain some of the intimate character and ambience of the cur-
rent Oak Bay Beach Hotel.

"I believe that great buildings have a personality," said Hulbert
For the past 18months, Walker has been vocal about his inten-

tion to radically change Oak Bay's only hotel. After examining the
possibility of giving the current 79-year-{)ldstructure a facelift, he
decided a better plan would be to raze the faux Tudor building and
create something entirely new on the Beach Drive property., Kevin Walker,


